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STATEMENT   BY   MINISTER— 

Grant of Financial Assistance in case of 
deaths due to cyclone in Andhra Pradesh, 

Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): Now we take up the statement by the 
Minister of State for Rural Development. 
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SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA 

(Karnataka): Sir, I am on a point of order. The 
Minister's statement says about a trust. Whom 
does this trust belong to? How can the 
Government make distribution out of a trust? 
How can the Government make a statement 
that out of the money of the trust, it is go-ing 
to distribute? Is it a Government trust or a 
Government fund? If through somebody's trust 
money is distributed by some Minister, why 
should the Government come on the floor of 
the House and inform aboot the formation of 
the trust? I want your ruling on this. Kindly go 
through the Statement. This Rs. 25,000 is 
through the Indian People's Natural    
Calamities   Trust. 

DR. G. VIJAYA MOHAN REDDY 
(Andhra Pradesh): Iti is over and above. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: Why 
should it come to the House? The House 
cannot be taken like this.  {Interruptions) 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARA-JAN 
(Tamil Nadu): I am on a point of order. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: With all 
sympathies to those brethren who have suffered, 
the Government had come out with a fabulous 
amount of money yesterday. I am only 
concerned about the procedure of the House. 
What is this Trust? What is the purpose of the 
Trust? Who are the Members of the Trust? What 
is the money that is being given? Why should the 
Government make use of Parliament to announce 
this help from a Trust? After all the Government 
should come out with its funds. If I have a trust 
and I am giving money, why should the Govern- 
-ment make a statement on the floor of the 
House? I want a ruling on this before going to 
the clarifications. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARA-JAN: 
On the same thing I want to say. Apart form 
the name of the trust there is no other 
information at all in the Statement. Therefore, 
what is the point of this statement? I was 
going to raise that. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M-A. 
BABY) : Your name is there in the list. Your 
name is also there. You can raise this question 
at that time. So far as the point of order is 
concerned that does not stand because the 
Government has every faight to make a state-
ment. If you feel that there is some discrepancy 
in the statement. then while seeking.. . 
(Interruptions) Just a minute. Let me give my 
ruling on the point raised  by the hon.  
Member. 

PROF. CHANDRESH P. THAKUR (Bihar); It 
is related to that. Does the ' Government also have 
the right to con-ceal information? If the 
Government is also spending out of its own funds 
--for relief, why is that information mis-sing  
from  here? 

DR.   G.   VIJAYA  MOHAN   REDDY 
Yesterday it was given. 
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PROF. CHANDRESH P. THAKUR: 
Does the Government have the right 
to promote the identity and publicity 
of a particular private or public trust 
in the name of calamitous relief? I 
am seeking your ruling on that. Can 
the time of the House be taken for 
the benefit of publicity of a particular 
Trust?  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): Honourable Members must kindly 
understand that the Government has the right 
to make a statement on the floor of the 
House. If you have any point to be ques-
tioned in relation to that you are all entitled to 
do that. Therefore, let us please  proceed  
with  the  programme. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: My point 
is that the Government is free to make a 
statement. I have no objection. If the 
Government is spending money from the 
Consolidated Fund, we have no objection. 
There is the Prime Minister's relief fund, 
drought fund, this fund and that fund. But can 
the Government hold a brief for some other 
Trust created by somebody? And the 
Government is not clear about it. This 
calamities Trust has been created by 
somebody else. We do not know who are the 
Trustees. Can this House be used for the 
benefit of a particular Trust? 

SHRI S. S. AHLUWALIA (Bihar): You 
first disclose the name of the Chairman of the 
Trust and members of the Trust. Then only 
we will allow this statement to continue and 
then only we will seek clarifications. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): The Minister will clear the point 
which you have raised just now. Then we 
will proceed with seeking clarifications. 

DR. G. VIJAYA MOHAN REDDY: I 
want to raise a point of order. .. (In-
terruptions) ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A.   
BABY):   Let  the  Minister  reply. 

DR. G. VIJAYA MOHAN REDDY: 
Several Members have requested that all 
agencies  should be     involved  to 

render help to the cyclone victims. I hope the 
Minister will come out with details. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): The hon. Member will be given an 
opportunity. 

SHRI VISHVJIT P- SINGH (Maharashtra): 
Sir, I am on a point of order. The hon. 
Minister has referred to a statement which he 
made yesterday. As the entire world is 
aware—I use this with great caution—not just 
this House or Mr. Vice-Chairman or the 
Minister—that this side of the House, the 
Congress party was not present in the House 
yesterday because we were sitting on a fast 
yesterday and we were not here. It is obvious 
there is some thing which we have no 
knowledge of. So rather than take resort to 
cleverness by saying, "I will reply to this at 
the end when the Members seek 
clarifications," I think the Minister must get 
up and he  must clarify     now.. 
.(Interruptions).. . 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY); The Minister volunteered to give 
some more information. Let the Minister 
reply. 

 
THE  VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI M. A.  

BABY):   Hon'ble     Minister,     the point 
raised by the Member is regarding the Trust. 
Some more informa- 
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[Shri  M.  A.  Baby] 
tion they require regarding the compensation, 
nature and character of the Trust. Please 
explain that. (Interruptions) , 

PROF. CHANDRBSH P. THAKUR: Sir, 
is it appropriats to bring the Trust in this 
information? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): Once that is explained, all of us will 
understand whether that is appropriate or not. 

 
SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH; Sir, I am on a 

point of order. I take very-strong exception 
and I would like to say that the Minister is 
misleading this House and I will make it clear. 
In yesterday's statement, according to the 
revised para 7 the hon. Minister has said, 
"according to the revised scheme for financing 
the relief expenditure which came into force 
from 1-4-90"... it was not disclosed to 
Parliament—that on 14,00 based on the 
recommendations of the Ninth Finance 
Commission. the State Government of Andhra 
Pradesh and Tamil Nadu have been allocated 
Rs. 86 crores and Rs. 39 crores respectively 
under the "Calamity Relief Fund". It is called 
the "Calamity Relief Fund". Then, in the same 
paragraph, it goes on to say, "in case any State 
Government has ways and means problem, it 
can approach the Ministry of Finance for 
release of ways and means advance which car   
be later adjusted    against 

the "Calamity Relief Fund" and when it 
becomes operative..."—Fund and not Trust. 
And today's statement refers to the "Indian 
Peoples Natural Calamities Trust". I would 
like to mention that we Wave at the moment 
the Prime Minister's Relief Fund. It is a fund 
and it is not a Trust and we have other funds 
also at the discretion of the Governor, at the 
discretion of "the President. But this is the first 
time that I have been a reference and it is quite 
clear, the money has gone from the fund which 
is a constitutional body to a Trust which is an 
unconstitutional body and I would like to know 
from the hon. Minister why this has happened. 
What is this Trust? Who is the owner of this 
Trust? Please explain to us immediately. 
(Interruptions) . 1 suggest discussion ...(Inter-
ruptions)... I would like to know from the hon. 
Minister why his Ministry has not disclosed to 
Parliament such a vital information as the for-
mation of this fund on 1-4-90. It was not 
disclosed to Parliament. I would also like to 
know what is the relationship between the fund 
and the Trust. (Interruptions). 

SHRI DINESHBHAI TRIVEDI (Gujarat): 
We can quite appreciate the anxiety the hon. 
Member has... (Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A.   
BABY):   I  have  permitted  him. 

SHRI DINESHBHAI TRIVEDI: 
Yesterday, we have sought clarifications ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A 
BABY): I have permitted him to speak as I 
have permitted you to speak.   (Interruptions). 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, let it not be said that I am not 
disciplined. (Interruptions)... hear the hon. 
Member. 

SHRI DINESHBHAI TRIVEDI: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, I have not yielded. (Interruptions). 
As I was telling, I can quite appreciate the 
anxiety of the hon. Members because they are 
absolutely  concerned  about   our  bro- 
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thers who are suffering in the southern region 
and it is quite appreciated. But since they were 
not in the House yesterday, I would just like to 
make a mention that some of the hon. Mem-
bers raised a point whether in addition to 
whatever the hon. Minister has declared, any 
more funds were made available to this 
particular region affected. So, in addition to 
the clarification sought, I think the hon. 
Minister is just replying to that. Now, the 
second Question is about what the Trust is 
why it is there and who the Chairman is. I 
think that is absolutely the second part of it. 
Thank you. (Interruptions) . 

SHRI S.   S.     AHLUWALIA:  That     is 
the  first  part  of  it.   (Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): One minute. Let me just tell the 
Government and the hon. Minister present 
here that the hon. Members from this side 
raised the point that yesterday it was 
announced that assistance has been extended 
from the fund and today in the first paragraph 
of the statement, reference has been made to 
the Indian People's Natural Calamities Trust. 
So Members are asking what the relationship 
between these two is and what the differences 
are and what the composition, character and 
contents of this particular trust are and how 
the Government of India is associated with 
this trust. These are certain pertinent ques-
tions. You please explain. 

 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH: I have only 
one problem, Mr. Vice-Chiarman. I have 
heard the hon. Minister with. great attention. 
His officials are present in the gallery. I agree 
it is very much possible and probable and very 
likely that the hon. Minister does not have this 
information. But I am sure he can get it within 
seconds by just writing a small chit. 

 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH: What is the 
present composition of the trust? I do not 
deny that the Agriculture  Minister must     be 
the  Chair man. But how is this trust 
managed? We  would  like to  know  this 
thing. 

   
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M-A. 
(BABY)-: Hon. Members, the anxiety of 
a section of Members from this side is 
quite understood. That is why I have 
specifically asked the Minister t0 explain 
why thds discrepancy is there. Now, 
whatever information the Minister is in 
possession of has been shared. It would 
have been better if more of information 
was available. I hope later on the 
Government will come forwar^ with raore 
information. Both sides are equally 
concerned about the cyclone and the 
situation there- Let us now go ahead with 
the seeking of clarifications 
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[Shri  M.  A Baby] 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: Mr. Vice-
Chairman, I am again on propriety. Can the 
funds distribution of any trust—the Minister 
may be its Chairman or it may be under a 
Ministry—be made through Parliament? Can 
the floor of this Parliament be used by the 
Government for announcing this kind of 
thing? I want a Specific ruling on this. If 
tomorrow a Minister heading a trust, may be a 
genuine trust, announces something— outside 
Parliament he can do it— can he make use of 
the forum of Parliament for such an 
announcement? ... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH: Sir, I am only 
on the question of propriety. Soon we will 
have the Law Minister giving us information 
about the money being given to the refugee's 
from Jammu by the Indian Express Trust. 
That is what we are going to have very soon. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): The point is that even the Prime 
Minister's Relief Fund is not a Government 
fund. It is not a Government fund. That is the 
information. Therefore, some information 
regard-ng the aid that has been rushed to the 
victims is being given by the Government.   .. 
(Interruptions) ..... 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH: May I make it 
clear, Sir? It is not a Government fund. It is a 
Government-administered fund. There is a 
vast difference between these two...(Interrup-
tions).. . 

SHRI DIGVIJAY SINGH (Bihar): You 
cannot say that the Prime Minister's Relief 
Fund is not a Government fund. Any fund 
which is audited is a Government Fund... 
(Interruptions). And if any fund is not audited, 
that is not a Government fund. ... 
(Interruptions)... 

SHRI M. M. JACOB (Kerala): The Trust's 
composition is always important when it is 
announced on the floor 

of Parliament because the Trust can consist of 
people whose antecedents are suspect. Such 
things cannot be anticipated by Parliament. 
Using the name of a Minister to be the Chair-
man cannot be an excuse for the reality of a 
trust, of the sincerity of a trust or the 
desirability of a trust to be acceptable to 
Parliament. SO the Prime Minister's Relief 
Fund cannot be compared with anything 
because the Prime Minister's Fund is "a Prime 
Minister's Fund. There are no participants. 
Shareholders are not there. The Prime 
Minister, in the capacity of Prime Minister, 
created a Relief Fund, and all the State 
Governments and individuals donate to that 
Fund. 

SHRI DIGVIJAY SINGH: The Agriculture 
Minister is ex-offlcio Chairman of the Fund. 
.. (Interruptions) ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): Now, a point has been made.. . 
(Interruptions)... 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH:: May I share 
one piece of information with you, Sir? My 
family runs various charitable trusts and we 
have also people in public life who are ex-
offlcio Chairman by]virtue of their position or 
ex-ofncio Chairman of our trusts. It does not 
mean that it comes to Parliament and we take 
the sanctity of Parliament to distribute the 
money... (Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): Your point has been noted down. 
The point has been raised sufficiently. Let us 
not waste more time on   this.. . 
(Interruptions)... 

PROF. CHANDRESH P. THAKUR: Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, the issue is whether the 
Government accepts that it was an error of 
judgement which has brought one particular 
trust as a part of the Government's statement 
on relief in calamities. And two, in future, will 
such a lack of discretion be avoided? If such 
trusts are going to come, let us have a total list 
of trusts, how they are operating and why they 
are 
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given only in this case and why money is not 
released in other cases. There are several 
other issues which come up. 

 

THE  VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): That is a different matter. 
.. .(Interruptions)... 

 

THE VICE-OKAIRMAN (SHRI M. 
A. BABY) That is a different matter. 
Hon. Member, that can be raised sepa 
rately. That is a clarification. Please 
sit down.. .(Interruptions).. .       Please 
sit down. 

 

SHRI M. M. JACOB: Sir, I have one 
request to make to the Government through 
you to make sure that the money of the Trust 
is white money. . . . (Interruptions) . . . and it 
is legal money and not black money. . . 
(Interruptions) . . . which is involved in the 
Trust and which is brought before    
Parliament. 

 
! 
i 

 
You give    a      ruling      on    this.. . (Inter-
ruptions).. . 

DR.   G.  VIJAYA MOHAN    REDDY: 
You  cannot compare this Trust with other   
trusts... (Interruptions)... 

SHRI S. S. AHLUWALIA. Sir, you give a 
ruling on this... (Interrup. tions).. You are 
opening a wrong gate... (Interruptions)... 

DR. G. VIJAYA MOHAN REDDY: He is 
making irrelevant points.. .(Interruptions) . .. 

 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 

BABY): Please sit down .. . (In. terruptions) 
.. 

SHRI S. S. AHLUWALIA: You please 
give your ruling... (Interruptions). 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY)-. Let us close the matter here... 
(Interruptions)... Now, Mr„ Suresh Pachouri 

 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): Just a minute... (Interruptions) . .1 
am giving my ruling on this. You see, the 
honourable Minister himself has admitted that 
all the information regarding the Trust is not 
available with him... (Interruptions)... 
Therefore, I just inform the Government that it 
would have been in the fitness of things if the 
Government comes out with a statement and 
when a reference is being made to some 
institution or trust or fund, all the information 
is available with the Government. That would 
have been ideal. Unfortunately, this is not the 
situation. So, in future, the Government will 
take care of it. Now, let us close the   matter. . 
. (Interruptions). . . 

PROF. CHANDRESH P. THAKUR: It is a 
question of propriety. You have not applied 
your mind. ..(Interruptions) ... 

 

SHRl  VISHVJIT  P.     SINGH:   Let the  
Minister  reply.. . (Interruptions),. . 
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DR. G. VIJAYA MOHAN REDDY: With     
the  Chief Minister he      is    going 
there. 

SHRI S. S. AHLUWALIA: He is the 
Opposition leader... (Interrup. tions). 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARA-JAN: 
You are not respecting us. 

DR. G. VIJAYA MOHAN REDDY: WE 
are.. . (Interrurttiomt). 

 

 

SHRIMATI     JAYANTHI     NATARA-
JAN:   Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I have gone   
through   the   Minister's       statement of 
yesterday.  I want to  ask him      a specific 
question. It is said over here and  it was  said in  
yesterday's  statement also that the 
developments were being closely monitored at 
the Centre by  the     Crisis     Management     
Group functioning  in  the  Ministry  of  Agri-
culture   and     Cooperation    and    that various   
Ministries   and      Departments have been    
keeping touch    with    the State   Government   
authorities   and  so on. It is very unfortunate 
that in the whole  of  yesterday's     statement   
and today's   statement   they   don't      make 
even a single reference to the tremendously 
commendable work that has been done       by      
the      State      Government of     Andhra     
Pradesh.. . (Interruptions).. . Is    it    something   
funny     Dr.     Reddy? May    be    you    would    
like    to    share the     joke     with     us.      I  
heard  funny sounds      and      I      just      
wanted      to find out what it was. I am 
extremely concerned     about it    for      one    
reason. The  tremendous work  that  the  State 
Government has done in     evacuating more 
than   1.2 lakh  families  is  laudable. I am 
concerned with it. That is why I am asking 
about it. There have been    warnings over    the 
radio. The Meteorological Department     has  
done 
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wonderful work. They predicted and forecast 
the cyclone. The Disaster Management 
Group, the Crisis Management Group and 
everybody else was working. Not a word is 
said in the statement about what the State 
Government has done. They have done a 
tremendous work in evacuating 1.2 lakh 
families. Relief camps had been kept going 
continuously for days before the cyclone hit. 
Not a word is said about that. Never mind. 

I am also surprised that not a word is said 
about the fact that despite all these Crisis 
Management Groups which have been 
working. 7000 people belonging to a village 
called Village Yaduramundi in Andhra Pra-
desh refused to leave that place. They were 
told to evacuate. They were told that they 
were or the direct path of cyclone. They 
refused to evacuate from there. What was the 
Crisis Management Group at the Centre doing 
and what was the State Government doing? I 
want to know what the Government and the 
Crisis Management Groups were doing when 
they allowed these 7000 people of this village 
to stay in a place where they were going to 
meet with certain death. I understand that the 
death toll would have never gone up to 72 or 
85 as the newspapers say if it was not for 
these people who refused to evacuate. When 
you had evacuated 1.2 lakh families, you 
could surely evacuate these people who were 
in the path of the cyclone. Merely on the 
reasoning of these people that they did not 
suffer in 1977, should they have been allowed 
to stay there? Should the choice have been left 
to these people? I also want to ask him a 
specific question about the fate of these 7000 
people because they seem to constitute the 
bulk of the stranded population. Today we do 
not know what the fate of these people is. In 
yesterday's statement, the Minister has said 
that Rs. 86 crores and Rs. 39 crores have been 
given. I want to know how much of the money 
has already been released 

by the Centre. Seventy-five per cent of this 
amount is supposed to be given by the 
Central Government. How much of it has 
already seen released so that it reaches the 
State Government. 

Apart from that, the first clarification that I 
want to seek from the hon. Minister is this. 
Yesterday, one of the hon. Members was 
pleased to clarify that it was in response to a 
question from the hon. Member about who the 
other people are and which are the other kinds 
of assistance which are being given to the 
people. In today's statement, he specifically 
says that this is the further assistance given to 
the people. Do we take it to mean that the 
Indian People's Trust is the only other Group 
which is going forward to help the people? Or 
are there other groups which are helping the 
people over there? If there are other Groups, 
why is it that he has singled out only this Trust 
for special mention? He must have got that 
information since that has come forward with 
a statement today. If there are other Groups, 
the Red Cross or any other groups, which are 
helping the people in Andhra Pradesh and in 
Tamil Nadu, what are these groups? I want to 
know who they are, what is the kind of work 
they are carrying out, what is their constitution 
and what kind of assistance they are rendering 
to the people. Thank you. 
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UK. G- VIJAYA MUUAN KEJJUY: Mr. 

Vice-Chairman, Sir, it is a very serious 
cyclone that has hit the Andhra Pradesh coast. 
I know about the cyclones, especially the 
1977 cyclone when I was in the Andhra 
Pradesh     Government  service,   and  I 

was totally in charge of the medical 
relief operations at that time. In 
that cyclone, Sir, no less than 20,000 
people had died and 2 lakh cattle 
perished and the entire area was fil- 
led with darkness for about 6 to 7 
days. People      were  marooned... (In- 
terruptions) I am trying to fay that the 
enormity of the problem is al-ways there. 
Now, about 15 lakhs of people are shelterless, 
and these are the persons who belong to the 
poorer classess who reside in low lying areas. 
Their houses are washed away. They are not 
able to get even potable water. That is the 
situation that is reported in the press. In 
Vijayawada city, the water supply system has 
collapsed and they are not able to sup-,ply 
even half of what they used to regularly 
supply. If the supply of potable water suffers, 
then the danger of spread of infections will be 
there. That is why I want to ask the hon. 
Minister as to what extra efforts he is going to 
take so that potable water is supplied to all 
these 15 lakh people who are marooned, who 
are helpless at this particular stage. It has also 
come to our notice that essential commodities 
are not adequately supplied. The prices are 
going up. Vegetable prices are going up. It has 
become very difficult for those persons to 
carry on. So, I want to know what special 
assistance the Government of India se also the 
State Government are going to give, and how 
they are going to be provided with the supply 
of essential commodities, utensils and shelters. 
As Mrs. Jayanthi Natarajan has stated, the 
State Government has taken very correct steps. 
1-5 lakhs of people have been evacuated. But 
for that, the calamity, the death toll could have 
been much more.in that particular context, I do 
not grudge giving very good appreciation to 
the efforts that have been made by the State 
Government, and they are in a position to 
contain the calamity. And in this context, I 
also want to mention that a lot of area, about 
100 villages are completely washed out, 
especially those  on the shores.  Their     lands 
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have been filled with saline water and they 
will not be fit for cultivation for quite a long 
time. A number of fruit gradens, including 
mango, and betelnut plantations have been 
wash-es away. The problems faced by the 
farmers are enormous. How does the Central 
Government propose to help the farmers? 
This is also one of the major questions which 
has to be dealt with by the hon.  Minister. 

Then, Sir, some of the large poultry farms 
have been washed away. Mr., Vice-
Chairman, Andhra Pradesh is one of the 
leading producers of eggs and other poultry 
products. A lot of damage has been caused to 
these poultry farms. 

It is still raining there. Till tomor-row it 
will be there. Therefore, it will be sometime 
before we know the full magnitude of the 
problem. My question is, will the Government 
of India send, a team of officers to work in 
co-ordination with the State Government 
officials and build up a rapport with them? 
This team can find out what all is required by 
the State Government and rush help immedia-
tely. I would! like to know whether 
arrangements have been made in this regard. 
We made this request, about sending a 
Central teim, yesterday also. 

Because of gale and wind, helicopters have 
been unable even to drop food. This means, 
quite a section of the marooned population is 
starving. What special steps are being taken to 
see that food and other things are supplied to 
the marooned population? In regard to 
voluntary agencies, the Chief Minister has 
already made an appeal to all the voluntary 
agencies to come forward with help. I am 
happy to note that responding to what the hon. 
Members said yesterday, the Central 
Government has decided to grant Rs. 25,000 
in the case of each death from some fund. It is 
good to note that Rs. 25,000 more is being 
given to the bereaved families. 
195   RS—10 

Even now, the death toll is 95 and it may 
be much more by tomor-row or the day after. 
Now, rail, road and other communications are 
cut. The actual figure will be known only 
when the communications are restor-ed. We 
do not have the correct information now from 
all the villages. About a thousand villages 
have been affected. About a hundred villages 
have been completely submerged. This is a 
grave tragedy. That is why I say that we 
should have full information for proper 
assessment. As I said, a Central team should 
be sent immediately to establish a rapport 
with the State Government officials. The 
Prime Minister should visit the affected areas. 
We should go to the rescue of the people of 
Andhra Pradesh in a big way and we should 
stand by them in their hour of tragedy. I hope, 
some good gesture will be shown by the hon. 
Minister. 

SHRI KAPBL VERMA (Uttar Pradesh); 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I am very sorry to 
say that the statement made by the hon. 
Minister is too cryptic, too brief and also 
outdated be-cause y°u must have seen in the 
newspapers that the death toll has gone up to 
96 although the Minister puts the figure at 72. 
Official sources in Madras have said that 
seven deaths have taken place in Tamil Nadu. 
In the statement he has said that it is only 
one. 

SHRIMATI JAYANTHI NATARA-JAN: 
He has given the correct figure. 

SHRI KAPIL VERMA; Has he corrected 
it? All right. The point is, there is not that 
much . seriousness. Of course, .there is the 
crisis manager ment group in operation. But I. 
.am afraid, the seriousness, the gravity of the 
situation demands of the Central Government 
is not reflected in the statement. I hope I .am 
wrong. But awareness of the gravity of the 
situation is not there in the Centre's handling. 
I am not doubting their intentions or their 
motiyes. But un-fortunately, we have not    
woken up. 
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[Shri    Kapil Verma] 

to the situation very rapidly. In this 
connection, I must congratulate the Andhra 
Pradesh Government for the wonderful work 
they have done. They have done tremendous 
work. The Chief Minister had said that six 
lakh people were shifted, but the Central 
Government says that only one-and-a half 
lakh were shifted. 

There are one or two points on which J 
would like to seek clarification. What is the 
number of villages which have been 
marooned? There is a mention of 'hundred' 
somewhere. Different figures are given. Then, 
nine helicopters laden with food could not 
take off a few days ago. Have these hlicopters 
been able to take off now to drop food to the 
marooned people? What is the number of the 
marooned people? Even the elementary in-
formation that is generally given in the case of 
floods is missing from this statement. The 
statement has not given the information like 
the total population affected, the total number 
of villages affected, the total damage to crops 
because in coastal and other areas there is a 
colossal damage to the crops. I want to know 
how much damage has been done. 

What is the number of the houses that have 
collapse^ because as the water recedes there 
are house collapses? What is the position of 
electric supply? The newspaper report says 
that Vijaywada power station is damaged or 
something like that. Power supply has been 
affected and it has affected water supply also. 
Communication has Broken down. So, we 
want a comprehensive state-ment giving all 
these details. I hope this is not the intention of 
the Government, 'but the Government must 
take precautions to ensure that no impression 
is created that we are belittling the State 
Government's performance. You are 
publicising trusts and other sources of 
donations, tout the State Government is also 
doing    equally    good work.   I hope     the 

Government will come forward with a more 
detailed statement, how you are feeding the 
people, how you are managing relief works. 
In 1977 cyclone 10,000 people had lost their 
lives. This time there is a loss of 72 or 86 
lives and this is only because the State 
Government has quietly geared itself into 
action, i hope the Government will come 
forward with more detailed statement. 

SHRI       SANTOSH BAGRODIA 
(Rajasthan): Mr* Vice-Chairman, Sir, I 
would like to make some pointed queries 
because lot of things have already been 
inferred. My first point is that the Chief 
Minister has said that the earlier practice of a 
Central team visiting the calamity-hit areas to 
assess the damage has been dispensed with. If 
that is so, no Central team has been sent for 
assessment of damages or what kind of help 
is required. So no assessment has been done. 
If so, would any Central team be sent or is 
there any plan to send a Central team in this 
respect? 

Then, Sir, super computers can give nearly 
correct prediction for 15 days in advance. 
Was this information about cyclone predicted 
or not? If not, who is responsible for this? If 
yes, what steps did the Government take to 
evacuate the people to avoid this kind of 
calamity? 

How many are stranded even now and what 
efforts are being made to evacuate them? 

Is there any further prediction for cyclone 
during the next 15 days? 

SHRI P. K. KUNJACHEN (Kerala): It has 
been stated that a crisis management group is 
there. Even though the financial help has 
been given to the State Government in time 
and the Prime Minister is visiting the place 
tomorrow, I am seeing some lacuna in the 
statement. 

Has any special Central team been sent to 
Andhra, Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry? If not 
why? When it was found that the helicopters 
could 
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not take off, was any help sought from the 
Air Force? Were they asked   to render  the   
necessary   help? 

Another thing is, mors than 5 lakh people 
have been shifted. As my friends have said, 
crops have been destroyed, land has been 
destroyed and so much damage has been 
there. What steps are going to be taken by the 
Government to see that compensation is paid 
to them? For the persons who have died, 
compensation has been decided upon. That is 
good. But at the same time, compensation 
should be paid to the agricultural workers 
because their land cannot be cultivated for a 
long time, it is cever-ed with, saline water. So 
what steps have been taken by this 
Government for giving them protection' Their 
houses have been destroyed, their cattle have 
been destroyed. So what measures are going 
to be taken by the Government to give them 
protection? Fodder has also been lost. That 
has also to be provided. Even though the 
Meteorological Department had been able to 
predict it earlier and thereby the damage has 
been lessened down, yet this is a very serious 
thing which has to be taken note of. Im-
mediate steps have to be taken in that regard. 
Thereafter it is going to prolong for a certain 
period because cultivation cannot be done, 
they can-not go to their houses and they are 
being forced to live in relief camps. Food has 
to be dropped. Now for two days the 
helicopters could not take off. So how can the 
food be dropped? The Air Force has not been 
taked to drop food. Even though a crisis man-
agement group is there crisis management 
means that they must see that immediate steps 
are taken. Is the Government prepared to do 
'that? That is what I want to know. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN    (SHRI M. A. 
BABY):   Shri Ram Naresh Yadav. 
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not take off, was any help sought from the 
Air Force? Were they asked   to render  the   
necessary  help? 

Another thing is, more than 5 lakh people 
have been shifted. As my friends have said, 
crops have been destroyed, land has been 
destroyed and so much damage has been there. 
What steps are going to be taken by the 
Government to see that compensation is paid 
to them? For the persons who have died, 
compensation has been decided upon. That is 
good. But at the same time, compensation 
should be paid to the agricultural workers 
because their land cannot be cultivated for a 
long time, it is cever-ed with saline water. So 
what steps have been taken by this 
Government for giving them protection' Their 
houses have been destroyed, their cattle have 
been destroyed. So what measures are going to 
be taken by the Government to give them 
protection? Fodder has also been lost. That has 
also to be provided. Even though the 
Meteorological Department had been able to 
predict it earlier and thereby the damage has 
been lessened down, yet this is a very serious 
thing which has to be taken note of. Immediate 
steps have to be taken in that regard. 
Thereafter it is going to prolong for a certain 
period because cultivation cannot be done, 
they cannot go to their houses and they are 
being forced to live in relief camps. Food has 
to be dropped. Now for two days the 
helicopters could not take off. So how can the 
food be dropped? The Air Force has not been 
taked to drop food. Even though a crisis man-
agement group is there crisis management 
means that they must see that immediate steps 
are taken. Is the Government prepared to do 
that? That is what I want to know. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN    (SHRI  M. A. 
BABY):   Shri Ram Naresh Yadav. 
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PROF. CHANDRESH P. THAKUR: 
Unfortunately the statement is too cryp-tic 
and only three thing; have been highlighted—
the number of deaths, the amount of money, 
Rs. 25,000, and the trust which hus  been  
identified. 

The cyclone has brought a lot of problems 
for the people who have been directly bit. 
There is no doubt about it. There is a crisis 
management group. I only hope this crisis 
management group is not busy overtime 
managing political crisis and has enough time 
to manage such calamities which lead to 
different kinds of crises. 

More specifically now that the early 
warning system has been working for some 
time, is there any evidence to show" that its 
effectiveness is becoming better Was that 
better performance available this time leading 
to more timely precautions and corresponding 
precautionary steps by the   people? 

Second, X am somewhat distressed with this 
amount of Rs. 25.000 appearing uniformly. 
Any death is unfortunate for that person and 
for that family, but some death brings greater 
misery. Take, for example, if there is a death 
of a bread-winner in the family and a death of 
a child who is; a promising child and who has 
all the possibilities of becoming an asset in the 
society, is the amount of compensation going 
to be uniform in all situations or there is some 
provision that the incidence of calamity and 
economic misery inflicted as a result of one or 
the other death will be assessed differentially 
and correspondingly the amount of com-
pensation in the first round or the second 
round or the subsequent round will be 
different? if not, will the Government consider 
this possibility as the policy evol- 
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the death toll is only 81  and we do not know 
how much money    is left    in th: Trust.   Will 
this  yardstick  apply to    all those deaths that 
may occur subsequently? So far the death toll 
is 81.  According to the Minister himself the 
money was only Rs.  50  lakhs.   
(Interruptions).     Anyway, he must be able to 
tell us if the death toll   goes   up,  will   the  
yardstick  of    Rs. 25,000  apply   to   any  
number  of  deaths that may occur—God 
forbid, it     should not  happen—but  if  for  
unfortunate reasons, some more deaths are to 
occur   or are to be found out, might have 
occurred because of this situation—if some 
more deaths are identified, will the yardstick 
of Rs.  25,000 continue for all those  deaths 
that may occur in the area?    And lastly, Sir, I 
want to go on    record    that    the House  is  
not happy  about the  information that we have 
got till now. I request the hon.  Minister to 
come  out with     a detailed statement on 
Monday again about the latest positian of 
marooned     people, latest position of the 
reliefs that readied the people. I expect that 
there will be an assurance    from the Minister 
to come out with another statement on 
Monday about the latest position of the relief 
measures. 

SHRI SHABDIR    AHMAD SALARIA 
(Jammu and  Kashmir):  Mr.  Vice-Chairman, 
the statement which has  been made by the hon. 
Minister is not a detailed one and  it  leaves  
everything  to   De  desired. The hon.  Members 
have pointed out the lines on which the hon. 
Minister    should give information to the House 
and rightly so because    a big calamity has 
struck the nation and the whole nation and 
Parliament would like to know the details    of 
the same and the manner in which    the 
Government  is  going to deal  with    this 
unfortunate situation.   The   statement     is 
silent on the number of persons injured. The 
hon.   Minister will kindly take care to inform 
the House about the same and whether the  
injured will also be     given succour and help.  
The statement is silent as   to the   number   of  
houses  destroyed. The statement is silent as to 
the cultivated land which had been innundated 
and may be unfit for cultivation.   The statement 
is silent as to the cattle which have been lost. 
The statement further does not 

show as> to what amount of damage has been 
caused to water and electricity needed by the 
people for drinking, for lighting and other 
purposes and how that damage is going to be 
set right and in how much of time. The 
statement says "I would like once again to 
assure the House that the Government of India 
is keeping a close watch on the situation and 
will render all possible assistance as and when 
required by the affected State Governments." 

I  think  the  State Governments     must 
have requested by now what     assistance they   
require   from   the   Central   Government. The 
statement should also make it clear  and the 
hon.  Minister may kindly come to the House 
posted with all these facts and further state  as 
to how much help the State Governments have     
asked for so far. The work that the State Gov-
ernments     have done  compared  to     the 
losses   suffered   in   1977   prima  facie  ap-
pears to be commendable in as much   as the 
loss of life has been contained.  But I  would  
say that  it would  be too optimistic to  make  
an  exact assessment     at this time because the 
communication network is not working and the 
system    has collapsed and we are not aware of 
what has happened and how many have    died 
in   1000 villages which have been totally 
submerged     and  in hundred, of  villages 
which   are   submerged.      Therefore,   the 
minimum  that  a  Government  responsible to 
the people can do is to come forward with a 
statement which satisfies the people, which 
satisfies Parliament and which gives  the  
necessary  information.     Moreover,  the  
Government   should  show    its awareness as 
Mr. Ram Naresh Yadav has pointed out, by the 
Prime Minister    appealing to the nation and 
asking the nation to rise to the occasion and 
come   to the rescue of the brethren who have 
been suffering on account of the cyclone. 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH; Mr. Vice- 
Chairman, .........(Interruptions) .      In  fact, 
I have nothing much to say because the 
Central Government has nothing much to say 
either. The Central Government has nothing 
much to say. Yesterday that 
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[Shri Vishvjit P. Singh] had been pointed 
out by everybody. Even today, the Central 
Government has nothing much to say. The 
Central Government has said, the Minister has 
said, in his statement; 

"Gale force winds of 200—220 kms. per 
hour and surge of sea to a height of 5 
metres above the normal astronomical tidal 
level were predicted which are likely to 
inundate low-lying coastal areas of 
Prakasam, Guntur, Krishna, West Godavari 
and East Godavari districts of Andhra 
Pradesh." 

In the next pragraph he says: 

"A fuller assessment is yet to be made by 
the State Government and further details 
are awaited." 

This was the prediction about the    tidal wave. 
This was the prediction  about the areas you 
thought    would get inundated. Now  the  
information must have  come. The areas must   
have got inundated.   The tidal  wave  must have 
come by now as predicted. And what is the 
situation now? Which are the areas that are 
affected? Is it confined to these areas which you 
predicted or is it less or more or, are there oilier 
areas?    About 1.5 lakh of people. in a very 
very lightning operation by   the .. State 
Government, which ,has to be com -mended,  
have  been  moved  out of  law-lying areas. It is 
not just 1.5 lakh. As an hoa.   Member from the 
other side    just said, over    five  lakh people   
have been affected.   I would like to know this.   
In spite, of that evacuation, how many people 
are affected by this tidal wave? 

My second point is this.  Let me make this 
very very categorically clear to   this House 
that I    welcome  " any    assistance which i? 
made for such a noble cause. I would still like 
to know two points from' the hon.  Minister.  
Firstly, it is incorrect to fix a norm over death. 
You cannot put a price on it.  There is no 
question    of anybody trying to put a price on 
death. 6ut the. fact is that it is unfortunate that 
we have to fix norms. So the norm fixed by 
the Goevernment  is Rs.   50,0001-  per 

death whether it is through fire or whethe it 
is through communal riot) or what ever. It 
hag been so for some time. Nov why have 
you confined it to Rs. 25,000 only? 
(Interruption). Is it going to be one lakh?   I 
do not know. (Interruption} 

 
SHRl VISHVJIT P. SINGH: Sir, I am very 

grateful to you. . . (Interruptions). ■ ■ Sir, if 
the honourable Minister interrupts, I will wait 
for him. Let him say what he wants to say and 
then I will proceed.. . (interruptions)... 

Sir, I have one very very major prob-lem.  It 
is a moral problem, it is an ethi-cal problem. It 
is very unfortunats.  I do not think it is a 
problem of procedure, I do not know how to 
define it correctly. If today a notorious 
smuggler like Dawood Ibrahim is wanted toy 
the    Indian Police and he has escaped from 
the country and he sets up a relief fund or trust 
for   victims of calamities,  would the 
honourable Minister accept that money?   I 
would like to know that.  I am not trying to 
equate the feudal lord, the Maharaja of Jaipur 
with Dawood Ibrahim; I am not    doing that.   
But I feel that the point that    the Minister has 
made is he has made      it very clear  that it is 
not a public admin-stered trust, but    it is a 
private trust. He has made it very clear. Even 
if the Agriculture Minister is the ex-offlcio    
Chairman of that Trust, it is a private Trust. It 
is not managed by the Agriculture Minister; it 
is manased by private indivisuals 
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It is quite clear. If it is managed by public 
servants, the Minister would have made it 
clear. But there is hesitation on the part of the 
Minister and it is the hesitation on the part of 
the Minister which makes me also hesitate in 
my judgment on this. Trust. I have a little 
problem here and I would like the honourable 
Minister to clarify these two points. Thank 
you, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): Now, Mr. Hanspal. Kindly be brief. 
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SHRI VISHVJ1T P. SINGH: You have 
amended your statement now. 

SHRI VISHVJIT P. SINGH; The Minister 
is making a statement in all responsibility. He 
is saying that no monies have ever been paid to 
the next of kin of those who died in cyclones 
or storms. Is that the statement of the Minister 
in his full responsibility? If he makes that 
statement, I would like to move a motion of 
privilege just now. I would like a proper 
statement  from the honourable  Minister. 

 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI M. A. 
BABY): The House now stands adjourned till 
11 A.M. on Monday, the 14th May, 1990. 

The House then adjourned at 
fifteen minutes past seven of the 
clock till eleven of the clock on 
Monday, the  14th May,   1990. 


